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Abstract
We present preliminary research on Deuce+, a set of tools integrating plain text editing with
structural manipulation that brings the power of expressive and extensible type-directed program
transformations to everyday, working programmers without a background in computer science or
mathematical theory. Deuce+ comprises three components: (i) a novel set of type-directed program
transformations, (ii) support for syntax constraints for specifying “code style sheets” as a means of
flexibly ensuring the consistency of both the concrete and abstract syntax of the output of program
transformations, and (iii) a domain-specific language for specifying program transformations that
can operate at a high level on the abstract (and/or concrete) syntax tree of a program and interface
with syntax constraints to expose end-user options and alleviate tedious and potentially mutually
inconsistent style choices. Currently, Deuce+ is in the design phase of development, and discovering
the right usability choices for the system is of the highest priority.
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1 Introduction
As a medium for storing, transmitting, and interpreting information, text is as versatile as it is
ubiquitous. Countless programs and interfaces operate and rely on text files, from the UNIX
command line to nearly every programming language compiler. One particularly strong asset
of text is its power to succinctly represent structured data in a way that is understandable
to both humans and computers alike, as in CSV (comma-separated values) files, HTML
(hypertext markup language) documents, and – the focus of this paper – programming
language source files.
Unfortunately, this flexibility comes with a price: manual editing of structured text can
be tedious and error-prone. On a basic level, one problem with manipulating structured
text is that to do so requires knowledge of and adherence to rigid, static systems such as
parsing and type checking. A single missed comma in a CSV file or improperly annotated
variable in program source code can cause a complete failure on the part of the computer
to interpret the text as the author intended. In the case of performing a nontrivial manual
transformation on a program, the problem is exacerbated even further: programmers must
also worry about the runtime behavior of their code and reason about changes in semantics
(or lack thereof) that might be a result of their transformations.
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(a) Structurally selecting a let-
binding equation in Deuce.
(b) Activating a program transformation in Deuce by (1) struc-
turally selecting an expression – in this case, a hole – and (2)
interacting with the popup menu.
Figure 1 The Deuce user interface.
Tools known as structure (or projectional) editors [9, 13, 24, 25] attempt to alleviate
these difficulties by offering an interface that allows programmers to directly manipulate a
projection of the underlying structure that is more faithful to the structure than is standard
text. A major drawback of these systems is their reliance on non-standard file formats, and,
as a result, their incompatibility with the large set of existing tools that operate on programs.
One attempt to reconcile the flexibility of plain text with the power of projectional editing
is Deuce [2, 8], a structure-aware code editor that operates on standard program source
text, but augments the editing experience with direct manipulation capabilities for invoking
relevant, automated program transformations. In Deuce, the underlying structure of the
program is revealed to the user via a set of overlaid polygons, as depicted in Figure 1a. After
structurally selecting various parts of the program by pressing the shift key, hovering, and
clicking on the polygons that appear, a “Program Transformations” menu appears that is
automatically populated with a set of relevant transformations for the selected polygons, as
depicted in Figure 1b. Hovering over the output of a program transformation previews it in
the code panel, and clicking on the output updates the program with the transformed code.
While a good first step, Deuce falls short in several regards. In particular, it has two
main limitations:
(Limitation A) Deuce only offers a relatively small number of ad-hoc program trans-
formations; and
(Limitation B) the implementation of these transformations is tedious and non-
compositional, requiring manual munging of abstract syntax trees
annotated with low-level syntactic details such as whitespace.
To address these limitations, we propose and present initial work on a vast expansion of the
Deuce system – which we here call Deuce+ – with the goal of bringing expressive and
extensible program transformations to the working programmer.
Paper Outline. In Section 2, we run through a high-level example demonstrating the desired
(as-of-yet unimplemented) workflow of the Deuce+ system. Then, in Section 3, we explain
the work that is underway to make that workflow possible and explicitly describe how the
improvements we propose will address Limitations A and B. Finally, we conclude in Section 4
with a discussion of the further usability challenges that arise from the Deuce+ workflow.
In our quest to realize these goals, we assert the necessity of harmony between (i) text
and structured editing, and (ii) sound mathematical foundations and usable, accessible,
tools for everyday programmers without assuming extensive expertise in advanced functional
programming or abstract mathematics.
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2 The Deuce+ Workflow
Consider a website in which users register and have their information saved to a database.
Originally, users could only register on this website with an email address, but this restriction
was later relaxed to require only a username and, optionally, a homepage that lists further
contact information. To encourage migration to the new username registration format, users
may only list a homepage if they register with a username and not with an email. The
database is structured into three columns, as shown in Table 1: the first tracks whether
the user has registered with an email address (0) or a username (1), the second tracks the
provided email or username, and the third tracks the (sometimes empty) user homepage.
To access this database, two library functions are provided:
identities : Database -> List (Either Username Email)
homepages : Database -> List (Maybe Homepage)
Using these two helpers, our task is to implement a function show : Database -> String.
We begin by taking a peek at our project’s code style sheet, a mechanism provided by
Deuce+ to allow users to customize preferences about stylistic choices in their programs:
.type-alias[type=tuple] { newlines: per-component; }
.tuple { max-size: 3; }
.top-level-definition { eta-reduction: basic; }
The first of these three rules tells us that, when aliasing a tuple type with a new name,
each component of the tuple should be on its own line. The second rule ensures that only
tuples be of (at most) size three are permitted, encouraging larger tuples to be replaced
with records. The final rule indicates that “basic” eta reductions should be performed for
top level definitions (no term rewriting beyond dropping arguments to functions). None of
the program transformations in Deuce+ are aware of the particular code style in any given
project, and, consequently, the authors of these transformations do not need to worry about
adhering to style guidelines; Deuce+ handles the stylistic details automatically.
We now sketch out the skeleton of our program using standard text editing.
showEntries : (List (Either Username Email), List (Maybe Homepage)) -> List String
showEntries (idents, homes) =
??
show : Database -> String
show d =
String.concat (showEntries (identities d, homepages d))
In the definition of showEntries, we use a hole expression [17] as a placeholder until we are
able to make further progress implementing the function.
Immediately, we notice that the type annotation on showEntries is long and unwieldy. As
in Figure 1a (but not shown here or in the rest of the code listings), we structurally select
the tuple argument to the showEntries function and choose the Make Type Alias from
Arguments transformation, entering “Entries” as the new type name.
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type alias Entries =
( List (Either Username Email)
, List (Maybe Homepage)
)
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries (idents, homes) =
??
show : Database -> String
show d =
String.concat (showEntries (identities d, homepages d))
The new type alias automatically adheres to the specification from our style sheet that type
aliases for tuples should have each component on a new line.
However, we are still struggling to make progress on the showEntries implementation
because the types of our program alone do not ensure that the two lists passed into the function
are the same length. In reality, we know that the state in which the two lists are of different
lengths should be impossible. To take advantage of this fact, we can let the type system know
it by structurally selecting the Entries type alias, choosing the Refine Type transformation,
and entering the equality refinement \xs -> length (first xs) == length (second xs).
type alias Entries =
List (Either Username Email, Maybe Homepage)
convert : (List (Either Username Email), List (Maybe Homepage)) -> Maybe Entries
convert = ...
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries entries =
??
show : Database -> String
show d =
case convert (identities d, homepages d) of
Just entries -> String.concat (showEntries entries)
Nothing -> ??
The Entries type alias has been automatically updated to make the specified impossible
state unrepresentable, the argument to showEntries has been switched from a (now-outdated)
tuple pattern to a single variable name, and a new convert function has been introduced that
is now used in the show function. The convert function translates our old Entries into the
new representation, returning Nothing if the conversion fails. A hole expression is inserted in
the show function to indicate that a default value is needed for when the conversion fails.
We now refactor the Entries type alias by structurally selecting the type argument to the
List constructor and choosing the Introduce Type Alias transformation (which, as before,
adheres to the code style sheet specification for type-aliased tuples). We also now provide a
default value for show in the case of a conversion failure using standard text edits.
type alias Entry =
( Either Username Email
, Maybe Homepage
)
type alias Entries =
List Entry
convert : (List (Either Username Email), List (Maybe Homepage)) -> Maybe Entries
convert = ...
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries entries =
??
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show : Database -> String
show d =
case convert (identities d, homepages d) of
Just entries -> String.concat (showEntries entries)
Nothing -> "Conversion failure!"
The Entries type alias as well as the convert and show functions are now complete, so we will
omit their definitions until the final code listing for brevity.
We can now make progress on the hole in showEntries. The notion of “making progress”
on filling in a hole is captured by the Make Progress on Hole transformation. We
structurally select the hole in showEntries and select this transformation. Deuce+ recognizes
that we are trying to fill a hole of type List String and that we have an unused argument of
type Entries, or List Entry. Accordingly, one of the options that the transformation presents
to the user is the Map over List option with the additional parameter entries as the list
to map over. We select this option, and the resulting code is automatically eta-reduced in
accordance with our code style sheet.
type alias Entry =
( Either Username Email
, Maybe Homepage
)
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries =
let





We can make progress on the newly-created hole by structurally selecting it and the
entry argument, choosing the Make Progress on Hole transformation, and choosing the
Pattern Match option.
type alias Entry =
( Either Username Email
, Maybe Homepage
)
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries =
let
showEntry : Entry -> String
showEntry entry =
case entry of
(Left username, Nothing) -> ??
(Left username, Just homepage) -> ??
(Right email, Nothing) -> ??
(Right email, Just homepage) -> ??
in
List.map showEntry
Using standard text editing, we fill in the holes on the branches of the case expression,
but we get stuck on the last branch.
type alias Entry =
( Either Username Email
, Maybe Homepage
)
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries =
let
showEntry : Entry -> String
showEntry entry =
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case entry of
(Left username, Nothing) -> showUsername username
(Left username, Just homepage) -> showUsername username ++ "; see " ++ showHomepage homepage
(Right email, Nothing) -> showEmail email
(Right email, Just homepage) -> ??
in
List.map showEntry
We are stuck on the last branch because it is actually an impossible state! We structurally
select the branch and choose the Make Impossible code transformation. We are presented
with two redefinitions of the Entry type alias: a “normalized” and a “standardized” option.
The normalized option results in a sum-of-products representation of the valid states, and




| Ctor1 Username Homepage
| Ctor2 Email
-- Standardized
type alias Entry =
Either (Username, Maybe Homepage) Email
Using other code transformations, we can swap one of these implementations for the other at
any time, so we do not need to dwell too long on the decision right now. For now, we choose
the standardized option. The transformation updates the implementation (but not signature)
of the convert function as well as the case expression inside the showEntry helper.
type alias Entry =
Either (Username, Maybe Homepage) Email
type alias Entries =
List Entry
convert : (List (Either Username Email), List (Maybe Homepage)) -> Maybe Entries
convert = ...
showEntries : Entries -> List String
showEntries =
let
showEntry : Entry -> String
showEntry entry =
case entry of
Left (username, Nothing) -> showUsername username
Left (username, Just homepage) -> showUsername username ++ "; see " ++ showHomepage homepage
Right email -> showEmail email
in
List.map showEntry
show : Database -> String
show d =
case convert (identities d, homepages d) of
Just entries -> String.concat (showEntries entries)
Nothing -> "Conversion failure!"
The function is complete. The data and types have been munged by the code transforma-
tions into a cleaner, more manageable form that allows us to focus on the core logic of our
program: converting entries in the database to strings.
3 Designing and Implementing Deuce+
To fully realize the workflow described in Section 2, Deuce+ must comprise three distinct
but interrelated components:
(Section 3.1) a set of type-directed program transformations informed by common code
authoring patterns of functional programmers;
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(Section 3.2) a syntax constraint language and engine to ensure these transformations
are composable and produce stylistically consistent output; and
(Section 3.3) a domain-specific language for specifying these transformations.
The first of these components will address Limitation A of Deuce by providing a sizeable
set of transformations justifiably rooted in existing programmer behaviors, and the second
and third of these components will address Limitation B of Deuce by providing a system
for building and composing the transformations that is accessible to any user of the system.
Moreover, with such tools in place, a large library of automatically composable user-defined
transformations will be made possible, further combating Limitation A.
3.1 Type-Directed Program Transformations
With the strong guarantees of a rich type system, programmers can leverage expressive
program transformations to alleviate some of the pains caused by the flexibility of text (as
demonstrated by [11]). As part of the Deuce+ project, we would like to formalize some of
the common, implicit techniques that functional programmers use to develop programs by
crafting program transformations to perform these authoring patterns automatically.
From personal experience, we have identified a few such transformations, including the
Refine Type, Make Progress on Hole, and Make Impossible transformations from
Section 2. However, we would like to design and conduct a user study to observe how
functional programmers author code. Do they start with a skeleton of a solution and later
fill in the holes? Or do they, perhaps, write code from the top down? There are myriad other
ways code can be written, too, and there may not even be a consensus among functional
programmers on this issue; nevertheless, a formal user study is in order to even begin to
answer these questions. In the meantime, we investigate the three aforementioned program
transformations and how they relate to some common functional programming authoring
patterns, as summarized briefly in Figure 2.
Refine Type. The Refine Type transformation mirrors the code authoring practice of
maintaining code invariants. After structurally selecting a type, users may activate the
Refine Type transformation to narrow down the type’s set of possible values. Inspired by
(but not reliant upon) refinement types [6, 7, 23], the Refine Type transformation prompts
the user for an invariant that they wish to maintain about the program, and attempts to
refactor the type to ensure that the invariant is satisfied. For example, consider a functional
queue type (left, below) drawn from Chris Okasaki’s Purely Functional Data Structures [16].
Given the queue type on the left and the invariant that |front| >= |back|, Refine Type
might suggest to transform the type to that on the right:
type Queue a =
Queue
{ front : List a
, back : List a
}
type Queue a =
Queue
{ frontBack : List (a, a)
, remainingFront : List a
}
The first |back| components of front and back are stored together in the list frontBack, and the
remaining |front| - |back| elements are stored in the list remainingFront, so it is now impos-
sible to represent a Queue in which |front| < |back|. (This transformation is a generalization
of the approach used in Section 2 to ensure that the lengths of the two lists in the Entries type
were equal.) To maintain ease of use and increase backward compatibility, the Refine Type
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tool might also provide helper functions corresponding to the previous API of the queue:
front : Queue a -> List a
front (Queue q) =
List.map Tuple.first q ++ remainingFront
back : Queue a -> List a
back (Queue q) =
List.map Tuple.second q
Make Progress on Hole. The Make Progress on Hole transformation mirrors the code
authoring practice of “following the types,” an oft-heard adage in the functional programming
community suggesting that the type system can guide the user to implement the task at
hand essentially automatically. While such advice is clearly not universally applicable, the
statement does hold some truth to it, as demonstrated by the practice of type-directed
programming [1, 26, 27].
After structurally selecting a hole, users may activate the Make Progress on Hole
transformation to fill a hole with an expression (that will likely contain further, more
specific, holes to fill in the future). There are at least three type-based approaches that this
transformation can rely on to fill holes with helpful expressions: expression templates, type-
directed refinement, and program synthesis. Expression templates are pre-written generic code
snippets that can be suggested to the user to fill the hole at hand based solely on the bindings
that are in scope and the type of the hole to be filled, as was done to introduce the List.map
function in the implementation of the showEntries function in Section 2. Type-directed
refinement is the systematic destructuring of a type into its component types via pattern
matching, as was done to pattern match on the entry variable in the implementation of the
aforementioned showEntries function. Another example of type-directed refinement would be,
for instance, the filling of a hole of type (a, a) with the expression (??, ??), an expression
whose holes have been refined to simpler types (albeit at the cost of introducing a greater
number of holes/subproblems). A final, more general approach to the task of filling holes
lies in the practice of type-directed program synthesis, or, generating programs to match a
specification (which, in this case, is the type of the hole along with any additional information
– such as examples – that the synthesis algorithm may need), as in [5, 10, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21].
Make Impossible. The Make Impossible transformation mirrors the code authoring
practice of making illegal states unrepresentable [4, 15]. At the time of authoring a type,
certain code decisions may seem like a good idea that only later reveal themselves to be
cumbersome. For example, a programmer might write a record type representing the state
of an application window with the field content : Maybe String (where Nothing represents a
closed window). Some time later, the programmer may realize that windows should save
their own position, and thus adds a field position : Maybe (Int, Int) (when the window is
closed, they reason, it has no position, so position must be a Maybe type). But, in enacting
this change, the programmer has made representable two states that should be illegal: when
either one of the fields is Just something and the other is Nothing.
By structurally selecting the record type and providing the patterns that should be
unrepresentable (or by merely structurally selecting the branches in a case expression that
should be unrepresentable), the programmer can use the Make Impossible tool to make
values of the selected type that match the specified patterns impossible to represent. In the
windowing example from above, the Make Impossible tool would transform the record of
Maybe types to Maybe { contents : String, position : (Int, Int) }.
This transformation is made possible by the algebraic nature of datatypes, as used
in [14]. While work is still underway to make the intuition rigorous, we may view the Make
Impossible transformation on a datatype as operating on the polynomial functor of which
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Refine Type ←→ maintaining code invariants
Make Progress on Hole ←→ following the types
Make Impossible ←→ making illegal states unrepresentable
Figure 2 Summary of transformation and code authoring pattern correspondences.
the type is a fixed point, represented suggestively as τ − P , where τ is the datatype functor
and P is the pattern we wish to eliminate. For example, viewing record types as product
types, we can determine the solution to the windowing example from above using algebraic
laws related to this transformation (which are still under investigation):
(Maybe String, Maybe (Int, Int))− (Just _, Nothing)− (Nothing, Just _)
 (1 + s) ∗ (1 + (i ∗ i))− s ∗ 1− 1 ∗ (i ∗ i)
= 1 ∗ 1 + 1 ∗ (i ∗ i) + s ∗ 1 + s ∗ (i ∗ i)− s ∗ 1− 1 ∗ (i ∗ i)
= 1 + s ∗ (i ∗ i)
 Maybe (String, (Int, Int)).
3.2 Syntax Constraints
Implementing program transformations can be difficult and time-consuming work; it is
clear that even just the three transformation described in Section 3.1 will require great
thought and careful execution in their design and implementation. On top of the inherent
complexity of the program transformation at hand, transformation authors – in the most
basic setting – will also need to worry about routine but difficult-to-get-right considerations
such as whitespace handling, declaration ordering, and naming conventions, among many
other stylistic considerations. Moreover, sets of transformations authored by different people
might all work with mutually incompatible styles, resulting in a poor user experience.
Automatic formatting tools eliminate these problematic choices by applying language-
or project-specific concrete formatting rules to abstract syntax trees. Although formatting
tools can be extremely valuable, they are typically limited to concrete syntax (even though
many structural choices can be viewed as stylistic, too) and based on hard-coded rules that
are not easily adapted to multiple configurations.
To address this problem, we propose the notion of code style sheets, or, the notion that
stylistic choices for both concrete and abstract syntax be made automatically based on syntax
constraints. Syntax constraints are an expressive means for encoding a variety of stylistic
choices to be optimized to meet different requirements (e.g. line widths, stylistic preferences,
and surrounding context). Much like the distinction between HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
syntax constraints specify code style completely independently of the code itself and any
transformations that operate on it, reducing the burden of transformation authors while also
ensuring a more consistent and flexible experience for users of these transformations.
When needed, Deuce+ will feed the syntax constraints (along with unformatted code)
into a solver engine, which will output formatted code. Presently, the exact nature of this
engine as well as of the syntax constraints themselves are under investigation.
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3.3 A Program Transformation Language
Even assuming that both concrete and abstract formatting are taken care of by the code
style sheet engine, writing the transformation code for manipulating abstract syntax trees
can be challenging. Speaking from the personal experience of implementing thousands of line
of program transformations, it is difficult to maintain a declarative, consistent, and reusable
pattern of implementation that scales well for even a few dozen transformations.
To resolve these issues, we propose a domain-specific language for program transformations
that can operate on three different levels of abstraction: the concrete syntax tree, the abstract
syntax tree, and the generalized syntax tree. The concrete syntax tree and abstract syntax
tree are familiar: the former including rigid details such as the exact whitespace of the code
to be transformed and the latter including only the underlying structure that is fed to, for
example, the evaluator of the language. The generalized syntax tree operates at an even
higher level than the abstract syntax tree, and allows for an even more declarative approach
to specifying program transformations. It relaxes certain relationships between nodes in
the abstract syntax tree so that, for example, an ordered list of let-bindings becomes an
unordered set of let-bindings and function application operators (such as |> in Elm, OCaml,
and F# and $ in Haskell) are unified into a single function application node. Translating
from the transformed high-level description of the program back to the concrete syntax that
the programmer sees can be done by the use of the code style sheet engine, and the concerns
of style and transformation logic are cleanly separated.
The program transformation language should also be able to interface with the code style
sheet, exposing transformation-specific properties that allow the programmer to fine-tune how
the transformation operates on a granular basis. Moreover, the language should eventually
be amenable to synthesis of program transformations, reducing the barrier to authorship of
transformations even further; indeed, the synthesis of program transformations is an exciting
area of related (as in [22]) and future work. As with the syntax constraints and solver, much
further investigation is needed to understand, design, and implement the generalized syntax
tree specification as well as the domain-specific language as a whole.
4 Further Usability Challenges for Deuce+
If the goal of Deuce+ is to make powerful program transformations backed by elegant
mathematical ideas accessible to – and authorable by – the everyday programmer, then
good usability is of utmost importance. Every single operation described thus far should be
influenced and rooted in not only sound mathematics, but proper usability studies. Although
the development of Deuce+ is currently very early in the design process, there are a few
preliminary usability considerations that need to be addressed as Deuce+ develops.
With so many program transformations available to the user (especially including trans-
formations authored by third parties), it is critical that the user be able to find the correct
transformation for the task at hand, even if the user does not know its name. We will
need to investigate what mental models users have of the transformations available to
them and determine heuristics (likely relating to the structurally selected expressions)
and display mechanisms (such as code diffs or animation) for showing them relevant
program transformations.
After a transformation has been selected, its output may be hard to decipher, so how does
a user know when a program transformation is “correct?” We will need to investigate
how to help users be confident (and correct) in their output selections.
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The languages underlying the program transformations themselves must also be stream-
lined and intuitive for end-user transformation authors. Drawing from interdisciplinary
programming language design [3], we will need to design and evaluate the style sheet and
transformation specification languages holistically, aiming for providing an experience
that supports and encourages expressive and extensible code.
The structured editing user interface introduced by Deuce will need to be improved to
support usability improvements such as drag and drop, fluid and dynamic animations,
and novel code overlays beyond simple polygons (such as for type information).
Completion of these tasks will ensure that – at every step of the way – the usability of
Deuce+ is of the highest priority across all its components, from its graphical user interface
to its program transformation authoring and end-user experience.
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